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If we talk about erotic games and full of lust, we do not stop thinking about the famous summer saga. For those who understand this topic, this type of video games are the equivalent of Japanese visual novels and are characterized by the presence of different storylines that revolve around romance and
sex. On this occasion we wanted to put together all the Summertime Saga Passage that exist on the internet, so you can find the answers you are looking for and move forward with the story in a way that most of you are interested in. If you have questions about the point or want to conquer a particular
girl, pay close attention to this tutorial Summertime Saga. Summertime Saga Guide As we have said before, these video games are characterized by the presence of different stories and stories in which the player can function. The ultimate goal is to defeat certain people, so making the right decisions at
any moment will be crucial to achieving it. Next we will leave you all possible storylines that you can follow and what are the requirements to fall in love with your girlfriend. Summertime Saga Passage: Route Jenny If you want to know everything you need to win Jenny and enjoy all the scenes that the
Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go on to the article we have prepared on this topic. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character so that you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Jenny's itinerary. Summer Time Saga Passage: Debbie Route If you
want to know everything you need to beat Debbie and enjoy all the scenes that the Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go on to the article we have prepared on this. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end
of Debbie's itinerary. Summertime Saga Walkthrough: Diana's itinerary If you want to know everything you need to beat Diana and enjoy all the scenes that Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go on to the article we have prepared on this topic. Here you will find all the right decisions
about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Diana's itinerary. Summer Saga Step-by-Step Guide: Mia and Helen Route If you want to know everything you need to conquer Jenny and enjoy all the scenes that The Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you
to go for an article we have prepared on this. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of mia and Helen's itinerary. Summer Time Saga Step Guide: Ms. Johnson and June Route If you want to know everything you need to beat
Debbie and enjoy all the scenes that the Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go to the article we on the subject. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach reach Ms. Johnson and the June route. Summertime Saga
Walkthrough: Roxxy's route If you want to know everything you need to conquer Diana and enjoy all the scenes that Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go on to the article we have prepared on this topic. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get
the results you expect and reach the end of Roxxy's itinerary. Summertime Saga Walkthrough: Aqua's Route If you want to know everything you need to win Jenny and enjoy all the scenes that Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to move on to the article we have prepared on this topic.
Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of the Aqua route. Summertime Saga Passage: Daisy Route If you want to know everything you need to beat Debbie and enjoy all the scenes that the Summertime Saga has prepared for
you, we invite you to go on to the article we have prepared on this topic. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Daisy's itinerary. Summertime Saga Step Guide: Route Ms. Bissette If you want to know everything you need to
defeat Diana and enjoy all the scenes that the Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go for an article we have prepared on the subject. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Ms. Bissette's itinerary.
Summertime Saga Walkthrough: Route Ms. Dewitt If you want to know everything you need to conquer Jenny and enjoy all the scenes that the Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go to the article we have prepared on this. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character,
so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Ms. Dewitt's itinerary. Summertime Saga Passage: Route Ms. Okita If you want to know everything you need to beat Debbie and enjoy all the scenes that the Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go on to the article we have
prepared on this. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Ms. Okita's itinerary. Summertime Saga Walkthrough: Route Ms. Ross If you want to know everything you need to conquer Diana and enjoy all the scenes that
Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to move on to the article we have prepared on this subject. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Ms. Ross's itinerary. Summertime Saga Walkthrough: Eve's Route If
You Want to Know what you need to conquer Jenny and enjoy all the scenes that Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go on to the article we have prepared on this topic. Here here Find all the right decisions about this character so you can get the results you expect and reach the
end of Eva's itinerary. Summertime Saga Walkthrough: Consueli Route If you want to know everything you need to beat Debbie and enjoy all the scenes that Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite you to go on to the article we have prepared on this. Here you will find all the right decisions
about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of Consuela's itinerary. Summertime Saga Walkthrough: Grace and Odette's itinerary If you want to know everything you need to conquer Diana and enjoy all the scenes that Summertime Saga has prepared for you, we invite
you to go on to the article we have prepared on this subject. Here you will find all the right decisions about this character, so you can get the results you expect and reach the end of the Grace and Odette route. We hope that in this Summertime Saga Passage you were able to find the answers you are
looking for and thus enjoy these fun and exciting stories to the fullest. More articles of interest from the Summertime Saga Vicky Cookie Jar allows players to check and reproduce scenes already unlocked. With the gallery, you can get from the main menu of the game. Some special moments are
automatically opened when different routes are played; others require independent steps. The latest sex scenes with schoolteachers must be played twice to be unlocked in a cookie jar. Click on the character to go directly to the stage list of characters No Description How to unlock Angelica 1 Helen being
flogged by Progress in Mia and Helen's itinerary. 2 Sex between Helen and sister Angelica Progress in mia and Elena's itinerary and decided to allow Sister Angelica to perform the last ordinance in the ward. 3 Sex between Elena and the main character of Progress in mia and Elena's itinerary and choose
to perform the final communion of yourself in the branches. Anna 1 Yoga poses at the Progress Gym in Tammy and the June itinerary. Annie 1 Streep in Mrs. Smith's progress office is Ms. Bissette's itinerary before the French kitchen destination is completed. Then visit the boys' locker room and enter the
shower. 2 Painting by Principal Smith and Annie in the Art Class Progress in Ms. Ross's itinerary. Aqua 1 Sex with Aqua Progress in the Aqua route. 2 Sex with SeaSucc Progress in the Aqua route. Becca and Missy 1 Solo had sex with Missy Finished Roxxy and had sex with her in the locker. Then meet
the girls on the beach in the evenings on the weekend and play mini-games for a new award: sex with Missy occurs when a bottle points to her in the last round. 2 Individual sex with Becca ended the Roxxy route and had sex with her in the locker. Then meet the girls on the beach in the evenings of the
weekend and play a mini-game for a new award: sex with Becca occurs when a bottle points to her last round. 3 Foursome sex with missy route Finished Roxxy and had sex with In the locker. Then meet the girls on the beach in the evenings of the weekend and play a mini-game for a new award: four
with all the girls occurs when the bottle points to the main character in the last round. The foursome had sex with Becca ended the Roxxy route and had sex with her in the locker. Then meet the girls on the beach in the evenings of the weekend and play a mini-game for a new award: four with all the girls
occurs when the bottle points to the main character in the last round. Ms. Bissette 1 Makeout during the Study Progress in Ms. Bissette's itinerary. 2 Sex Progress in Ms. Bissett's itinerary. Visit her office in the evening for the last sex session. Cassie 1 Blowjob at the medical kiosk Use the locker room in
the pool until the main character has been bent. Return in the evening for the cutscene with a lifeguard. Go back to the pool for the day and swim. After another cut, use the medical kiosk. Then answer: I'd love to have Cassie ask if you need help. Consuela 1 Blowjob in the Beach Kitchen Progress in the
Consuela route. 2 Sex on the food countertop Progress in the Consuela route. Then I'll meet her this afternoon. 3 Sex on the Steps Progress in the Consuela route. Then meet her at the beach entrance and decide to have sex with her. 4 Sex on the kitchen floor of Progress in the Consuela route. Then
meet her in the kitchen of the beach house and decided to have sex with her. Crystal 1 Sex Finish Roxxy route and have sex with her in the trailer once again. Then talk to Crystal during the day and accept her offer. Daisy 1 Breeding in the Progress Shed in Daisy's itinerary. Debbie 1 Debbie masturbates
in her bedroom Progress in Debbie's route. 2 The main character masturbates in his bedroom Progress in Debbie's route. 3 Blowjob in the bedroom of the main character Progress in Debbie's itinerary. 4 Debbie and Diana skinny dipping Progress in Debbie's itinerary. 5 Handjob in the Progress car in
Debbie's route until you had sex with her. Then ask her to hang out in the car. 6 Cuddle sex in her bedroom Progress in Debbie's itinerary until you had sex with her. Then sleep in your bed at night and choose Fuck. 7 Sex in the soul Progress in Debbie's itinerary until you had sex with her. Then join her in
the shower. 8 Sex in the living room Progress in Debbie's itinerary until you had sex with her. Then invite her to watch the movie and enter the living room in the evening. 9 Sex in the Kitchen Progress in Debbie's itinerary until you had sex with her. Then meet her in the kitchen in the morning and choose
Feel. 10 Sex in the bedroom of the main character Progress in Debbie's itinerary until you had sex with her. Then ask her to have sex in my room. She'll visit the main character that night. 11 Sex in her bedroom Progress in Debbie's itinerary until you had sex with her. Then ask her to have sex in your
room. Or join her in the morning when she waits in her bedroom. 12 Sex in the basement of Progress in Debbie's itinerary. Ms. 1 Twerk Twerk in Ms. Devitt's itinerary. 2 Blowjob during the talent show Progress in Ms. Dewitt's itinerary. 3 Sex Progress in Ms. Devitt's itinerary. Visit her office in the evening
for the last sex session. Diana 1 Diana masturbates with a cucumber in her kitchen Progress in Diana's itinerary. 2 Body massage in her Garden Progress in Diana's itinerary. 3 Diana caresses under a table during the Progress diner in Diana's itinerary. 4 Tit fuck in the Progress barn in Diana's itinerary
until the shed is built. Then ask her to breastfeed and choose Boobjob. 5 The main character please her with a cucumber in the Progress shed in Diana's itinerary until the shed is built. Then ask her to breastfeed and choose Cucumber. 6 Breeding in the Progress Barn in Diana's itinerary. 7 a threesome
with Debbie in Debbie Progress's bedroom on Diana's itinerary. Eva 1 Topless singing during Karaoke Progress's route to Ms. Dewitt until you win a musical mini-game during a karaoke session in Eric's basement. 2 Drawing session in the Progress tent in Eva's itinerary. 3 Fonding in the Progress tent in
eva's itinerary. 4 Sixty-nine in his bedroom Progress in the Route of Eve. 5 Lower sex in her bedroom Finish Eva route. Then meet her again in the evening and choose the lower floor. 6 Best Sex in Your Bedroom Progress in Eva's itinerary. Grace 1 sex threesome with Odette's route finish Eve and have
sex with Odette (optional scene). Then meet Grace and Odette in the evening at their apartment, Saturday or Sunday. Helen 1 Helen masturbates in her bedroom Progress on the Mia and Helen route. 2 Sex in the bedroom of Elena Progress in the route of Mia and Helen and choose to perform the final
communion itself in the branch. Then visit Mia's house for the day to have sex with Helen. Ivy 1 Tit Fuck Visit the pink shop in the mall and ask Ivy for a massage. Choose Paizuri. 2 Blowjob Visit the Pink store in the mall and ask Ivy for a massage. Choose Blowjob. 3 Reverse sex cowgirl Visit the pink
shop in the mall and ask Ivy for a massage. Choose the Reverse Cow service. 4 Cowgirl Sex Visit the pink shop at the mall and ask Ivy for a massage. Choose Cowgirl. Iwanka 1 Blowjob on Yacht Progress in the second part of the main story. 2 Doggystyle sex in his bedroom Progress in the second part
of the main story. Jane 1 Couple have sex in the back room Enter the back room in the library. Jenny 1 Jenny is caught watching Progress in Jenny's itinerary. 2 Photographer mini-games in his bedroom Progress in Jenny's route. 3 Electro Clyte camshow Progress in Jenny's itinerary. Watch her previous
camshow videos on your computer. 4 UltraVibe 2000 camshow Progress in Jenny's itinerary. Watch her previous camshow videos on your computer. 5 Bad Monster camshow Progress in Jenny's itinerary. Watch her previous camshow videos on your computer. 6 Jenny caught naked Progress on Jenny's
route. 7 Handjob camshow Progress in Jenny's itinerary. 8 Footjob's Progress on Jenny's itinerary until you get her pink pink logo, and made the first camshow. Then go to the living room in the evening and watch the Pink Channel. Jenny may accidentally join the main character. 9 Blowjob camshow
Progress in Jenny's itinerary. 10 Oral sex after a scene from the Progress telescope in Jenny's itinerary. 11 Sex camshow with cheerleader form Progress in Jenny's itinerary. 12 Sex in the bed of the main character Progress in Jenny's itinerary. 13 Blowjob in the soul of Progress in Jenny's itinerary until
you made a second camshow. Then join her in the shower in the morning. 14 Sex in the Soul Progress in Jenny's itinerary until you've done the third and final camshow. Then join her in the shower in the morning. 15 Sex in the Progressives dining room on Jenny's itinerary until she slept in the main
character's bed. Then ask her to fool around when she's in the dining room in the morning. 16 Sex in the Progress pool on Jenny's itinerary until she slept in the main character's bed. Then ask her to fool around when she's in the backyard in the morning. 17 Sex in her bed Progress in Jenny's itinerary
until she slept in the main character's bed. Then crawl in his bed at night. Josephine 1 Blowjob in the Showroom Progress in the first part of the main story. 2 Sex in dealerships Completes the first part of the main story. Enter the saga of the dealership and have sex with Josephine while Mr. Sato catches
the main character naked in his office. Go back and have sex together again. There are three options, depending on the time of day. Judith 1 Streep in the boys locker room enter the boys locker room at school on the first day. 2 Handjob in the locker room of the Girls Witness altercation between Judith
and Latinas in the school hallway. Then meet Judith in the girls' locker room and repeat bathroom fun several times to unlock all the options. June 1 Sex in the bedroom of the main character Progress in the route Tammy and June and choose Get Eric girlfriend in the first branch. Then choose I'll play in
the second. Lopez and Martinez 1 Lopez and Martinez stimulate the main character in a soul-witness altercation between Judith and Latinas in the school hallway. Then enter the shower in the boys' locker room. 2 Lopez and Martinez touching themselves in the soul of Progress in Ms. Bissette's itinerary.
There are two options, with or without Tony. 2 Blowjob in the kitchen Finish the first part of the main story. Then go back to Tony's pizza in the afternoon and offer your help to Maria. Succeed with pizza making mini-games. 3 Sex in the kitchen Finish the first part of the main story. Then go back to Tony's
pizza this afternoon and ask Maria to have sex here and now. There are two options, with or without Maria pregnant. Melonia 1 Doggystyle Sex Progress in the second part of the main story. Mia 1 Mia humping her teddy bear (telescope) random scene while using a telescope in the main character's
bedroom to spy on Mia's Or at night. 2 Mia en route (telescope) Progress in Jenny's itinerary. 3 Sex Progress in Mia and Elena's itinerary and allow Sister Angelica to take the final communion in the ward. Then visit Mia's room in the evening to study. Micoe 1 Blowjob in the Bathroom Progress in Diana's
itinerary until you have agreed to receive medical attention from a nurse. Then go back to the 2nd floor hospital and ask her for Blowjob. Tammy 1 Mutual excitement after playing Poker Progress at Tammy and the June itinerary. 2 Ms. Johnson riding a ball (telescope) Random scene while using a
telescope in the main character's bedroom to spy on Tammy in the morning. 3 Eric delight Mrs. Johnson (telescope) Progress in Jenny's route. 4 Sex threesome with Eric Progress in Tammy and route June and choose sex education department. 5 Individual Sex Progress in Tammy and June's itinerary
and choose to Get Eric's girlfriend branched out. Odette 1 Sex on a Bike Finish Eva's route. Then I'll meet Odette at Grace's garage in the morning. 2 Threesome with Grace Finish Eva route and having sex with Odette (optional scene). Then meet Grace and Odette in the evening at their apartment,

Saturday or Sunday. Ms. Okita 1 Nude Lens malfunctioned Progress in Ms. Okita's itinerary. 2 Penis protagonist probing Progress in Ms. Okita's itinerary. 3 Cowards malfunction Progress in Ms. Okita's itinerary. 4 Handjob Progress in Ms. Okita's itinerary. 5 Sex Progress in Ms. Okita's itinerary. Visit her
office in the evening for the last sex session. Ms. Ross 1 Nude modeling with Judith and Mia Progress in Ms. Ross's itinerary. 2 Sex Progress in Ms. Ross's itinerary. Visit her office in the evening for the last sex session. Roxxy 1 Shower in the Boys Progress locker room in Roxxy's Route 2 Cheerleading
practice with Jenny Progress in Ms. Bissette's itinerary. 3 Grinding orgasm inside the Progress locker in the Roxxy route. 4 Breast massage in the Progress locker room in the Roxxy route before the end of the bikini contest. Then meet the girls on the beach in the evenings at the weekend and choose a
Roxxy massage. 5 Sex inside the locker finish Roxxy route. Then meet Roxxy, Becca and Missy at school in the morning. 6 Sex in the trailer Progress in the Roxxy route until you beat Dexter in a fight mini-game. Then meet Roxxy in the bedroom trailer in the evening. 7 Individual sex in the locker room
finish Roxy's route and have sex with her in the locker. Then meet the girls on the beach in the evenings on the weekend and play mini-games for a new award: sex with Roxxy occurs when a bottle points to her in the last round. 8 Four sexs in the locker room ended the Roxxy route and had sex with her
in the locker. Then meet the girls on the beach in the evenings of the weekend and play a mini-game for a new award: four with all the girls occurs when the bottle points to the main character in the last round. Rose 1 Sex in the Progress Pantry in the Aqua route. 2 tits flash in Progress in Diana's itinerary
before the medical examination. Teh Teh day, go back to the hospital and ask the nurse how to increase the likelihood of conception. Then talk to Roz about the basement and use the elevator. 3 Blowjob in warehouse Progress on the Consuela route. Mayor Rump 1 Peeping in the toilet This scene takes
place on a random day Monday to Friday. Visit the mall's toilet during the day until you meet Mayor Ratp's bodyguard; then look into the stall. Tina 2 Sex in the apartment Progress in the main story, until the main character delivers pizza to the apartment building, room 301. Sex in the bank booth Progress
in the main story until you have sex with her. Then: Visit her apartment one more evening. Enter the bank and ask the teller where Tina is. Take a walk down the corridor to the cockpit and plan an agreement with Tina. Overseas in the apartment again. Finally, meet Tina in the bank booth in the afternoon.
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